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An adaptive memory system should prioritize information surrounding a powerful learning event that may prove useful for

predicting future meaningful events. The behavioral tagging hypothesis provides a mechanistic framework to interpret how

weak experiences persist as durable memories through temporal association with a strong experience. Memories are com-

posed of multiple elements, and different mnemonic aspects of the same experience may be uniquely affected by mecha-

nisms that retroactively modulate a weakly encoded memory. Here, we investigated how emotional learning affects item

and source memory for related events encoded close in time. Participants encoded trial-unique category exemplars

before, during, and after Pavlovian fear conditioning. Selective retroactive enhancements in 24-h item memory were accom-

panied by a bias to misattribute items to the temporal context of fear conditioning. The strength of this source memory bias

correlated with participants’ retroactive item memory enhancement, and source misattribution to the emotional context

predicted whether items were remembered overall. In the framework of behavioral tagging: Memory attribution was

biased to the temporal context of the stronger event that provided the putative source of memory stabilization for the

weaker event. We additionally found that fear conditioning selectively and retroactively enhanced stimulus typicality

ratings for related items, and that stimulus typicality also predicted overall item memory. Collectively, these results

provide new evidence that items related to emotional learning are misattributed to the temporal context of the emotional

event and judged to be more representative of their semantic category. Both processes may facilitate memory retrieval for

related events encoded close in time.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Emotional experiences gain privileged access to the neurobehavio-
ral mechanisms of long-term memory (LaBar and Cabeza 2006;
Kensinger 2009; McGaugh 2015; Yonelinas and Ritchey 2015;
Mather et al. 2016). Importantly, this emotional enhancement of
memory can spread to seemingly mundane details encoded close
in time to the emotional experience. Through this temporal associ-
ation, affectively neutral information retroactively acquires the ca-
pacity to predict emotional events, allowing us to better avoid or
seek out those outcomes. However, what aspects of memory are
modulated via temporal proximity to an emotional event? Episodic
memories, for instance, are composed of stimulus information
(e.g., itemmemory) embedded with contextual details (e.g., source
memory) (Johnson et al. 1993; Tulving 2002). Emotion enhances
item memory (Sharot and Phelps 2004; LaBar and Cabeza 2006;
Mather 2007) but has inconsistent effects on contextual details as-
sociated with emotional stimuli (Yonelinas and Ritchey 2015).
While there is evidence that episodic memory is selectively priori-
tized for related information encoded before (Dunsmoor et al.
2015) and after (Dunsmoor et al. 2015, 2018; Tambini et al. 2017;
Keller and Dunsmoor 2020) an emotional experience, retroactive
and proactive effects of emotional learning on source memory for
this same information is unknown.Here, we investigated how tem-
poral proximity to an emotional learning event influences both
item memory and contextual details for related information.

Enhancement in memory via a temporal association between
mundane and salient events is consistent with neurobiological

models of long-termmemory. For example, the behavioral tagging
hypothesis (derived from the synaptic tagging hypothesis; Frey
and Morris 1997) proposes that weak learning is strengthened in
memory if it is encoded within a critical time window of a more sa-
lient event and if the two events share overlapping neural ensem-
bles (Moncada and Viola 2007; Ballarini et al. 2009; Wang et al.
2010; Takeuchi et al. 2016). As emotion is a powerful learning
event, information encoded within temporal proximity may be
strengthened in memory via a mechanism of behavioral tagging.
The behavioral tagging hypothesis has been translated to humans
using novelty (Fenker et al. 2008; Ballarini et al. 2013; Ramirez
Butavand et al. 2020), threat (Dunsmoor et al. 2015), and reward
(Patil et al. 2017) to induce memory enhancements for weakly en-
coded information encoded close in time. However, it is unclear
whether and how this mechanismmay affect memory for the con-
textual details associated with the weak event.

Emotion can sometimes improve memory accuracy for infor-
mation directly associated with an emotional stimulus, such as the
spatial and temporal context in which the emotional stimulus was
encoded (Kensinger and Schacter 2006; Schmidt et al. 2011;
Rimmele et al. 2012; Talmi et al. 2019). Therefore, one possibility
is that emotional learning improves both item and source memory
for information in temporal proximity to an emotional event. In
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this case, we might expect item memory to be accompanied by
source memory accuracy, such that items are appropriately orga-
nized in time relative to the emotional event. Alternatively, emo-
tional learning might have no effect (Sharot and Yonelinas 2008;
Wang and Fu 2010) or even impair memory for contextual informa-
tion. Indeed, it may be simpler to remember a trivial item by virtue
of associating the item with the salient context (Takashima et al.
2016). It is therefore plausible that linking weak and strong events
by temporal proximity might improve item memory at the cost of
source memory. Consequently, we may expect a relationship be-
tween the strength of itemmemory for related events encoded close
in time and the strength of amisallocation bias to source the item to
the more salient temporal context. This might suggest that retroac-
tive memory enhancement for weakly encoded items relies in part
on misattribution to the more salient emotional context.

In addition to our exploration of how emotional learning im-
pacts item and sourcememory for proximal events, we tested a par-
allel hypothesis that emotional learning alters abstract stimulus
properties that may indirectly facilitate memory retrieval for those
items as well. Previous work demonstrates that emotional learning
is sensitive to how well an item represents its broader category;
that is, typicality (Dunsmoor and Murphy 2014, 2015; Dunsmoor
et al. 2014; Struyf et al. 2018; Lei et al. 2019). Whether emotional
learning has the power to alter an abstract stimulus property such
as subjective typicality is unknown, but stimulus memorability
may be an underappreciated factor contributing to item memory
(Bainbridge 2019). For instance, the hippocampus plays a role in
both episodic memory and concept representations (Quiroga
2012; Davis and Poldrack 2014; Mack et al. 2016). Moreover, typi-
cal category members used as conditioned stimuli in Pavlovian
fear conditioning preferentially engage the hippocampus and
hippocampal-amygdala functional connectivity (Dunsmoor et al.
2014), which is a substrate for emotional memory enhancement
(Murty et al. 2010).

In the present study participants underwent a 2-d Pavlovian
fear conditioning task that included trial-unique (i.e., nonrepeat-
ing) pictures of animals and tools as conditioned stimuli (CSs),
based on the protocol fromDunsmoor et al. (2015). Items were en-
coded before, during, and after Pavlovian fear conditioning. We
predicted that emotional learning would have divergent effects
on 24-h episodic memory accuracy for CS items and the encoding
temporal context. Specifically, we predicted that CSs semantically
related to the fear conditioned category would be selectively re-
membered regardless of their temporal context (Dunsmoor et al.
2015), but that participants would have a bias to attribute these re-
lated CSs to the temporal context of fear conditioning. We also in-
vestigated whether emotional learning enhances subjective
typicality for CS categorymembers related to the fear conditioning
category, and whether long-termmemory would be influenced by
how strongly an item was deemed to represent its superordinate
category. Suchfindingsmight indicate thatweakmemories formed
in temporal proximity to an emotional experience our bound to
the more salient temporal context, and that emotional learning
can alter abstract stimulus properties of weakly encoded informa-
tion to make this information more memorable.

Results

Encoding on day 1 included three phases: preconditioning, fear
conditioning, and extinction. Each trial was a trial-unique
basic-level exemplar of a different animal or a tool. Prior to fear
conditioning (preconditioning), subjects simply categorized the
object as an animal or tool. During fear conditioning, participants
learned through experience that exemplars from one category
(CS+, animals or tools, counterbalanced between participants)

were paired with an aversive electrical shock unconditioned stim-
ulus (US) to fingers of the left hand (50% CS–US pairing rate).
Exemplars from the other category (CS−, tools or animals, respec-
tively) were never paired with shock. Following fear conditioning,
subjects viewed additional pictures of animals and tools, but no
more shocks were delivered; that is, extinction. Each encoding
phase was separated by a short (<5-min) break. The following day
(∼24 h later), participants underwent a recognition memory test
that included each “old” exemplar plus “new” pictures of animals
and tools. The recognitionmemory testwas then followedby a sep-
arate sourcememory test that asked participants to place each item
encoded the previous day into the context in which it was present-
ed (three-alternative forced choice [AFC]; before, during, or after
fear conditioning). Participants also rated the typicality for each
basic-level exemplar in relation to its superordinate category (ani-
mal or tool) (see the Materials and Methods for further details on
the experimental design).

Twenty-four-hour recognition memory
In order to determine the effect of an emotional event onmemory
for temporally related items, we collected 24-h delayed recognition
memory for items encoded before, during and after fear condition-
ing. Analysis of recognition memory performance revealed better
memory for items from the CS+ compared with the CS− category
for all temporal contexts (Fig. 1). Memory performance was calcu-
lated as corrected recognition (high confidence hits minus high
confidence false alarms). The false alarm rate did not differ between
CS+ andCS− (two-sidedWilcoxon signed-rank test P=0.13, CLES=
0.55) (see Supplemental Tables 1, 2 for full recognitionmemory re-
sults). A repeatedmeasures ANOVAwith CS Type (CS+ or CS−) and
Temporal Context (preconditioning, conditioning, or postcondi-
tioning) revealed a main effect of CS (F(1,44) = 28.66, Pperm=
0.0001, η2G =0.073) and Context (F(2,88) = 19.72, Pperm= 0.0001,
η2G =0.092), as well as a CS by Context interaction (F(2,88) = 9.04,
Pperm =0.0002, η2G =0.020). Follow-up planned comparisons
showed enhanced memory for CS+ items encoded during fear
conditioning (two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test P=5× 10−6,
CLES= 0.72). This selective enhancement in memory was retroac-
tive for CS+ compared with CS− items encoded during pre-
conditioning (P=0.0055, CLES=0.59), and proactive for CS+
compared with CS− items encoded postconditioning (P=0.0053,
CLES= 0.61). Thus, recognition memory results replicate previous
findings that Pavlovian conditioning enhances memory for CS+

Figure 1. Emotional learning retroactively and proactively enhances rec-
ognition memory for related information. CS+ items were remembered
more than CS− for all temporal contexts. Corrected recognition was calcu-
lated as high confidence hits minus high confidence false alarms. Error
bars indicate the 95% confidence interval around the mean. In all exper-
imental phases recognition memory was higher for CS+ items compared
with CS− items. (**) P<0.01, (***) P<0.001.
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trials encoded before, during, and after fear conditioning
(Dunsmoor et al. 2015).

Temporal context memory
In order to compare the effects of an emotional event on item ver-
sus context memory, we collected source temporal context judge-
ments for each item. Source memory judgements for the
temporal context (preconditioning, fear conditioning, and post-
conditioning) associated with each CS from encoding were calcu-
lated as the proportion of items per CS type attributed to each
context as a function of when the item was encoded (Fig. 2). A
three-way repeated measures ANOVA with CS Type, Temporal
Context, and Source Memory Response revealed a significant
main effect of Source Memory Response (F(2,66) = 10.24, Pperm=
0.0004, η2G =0.12), an interaction of CS Type and Source Memory
Response (F(2,66) = 17.87, Pperm=0.0001, η2G =0.13), an interaction
of Temporal Context and Source Memory Response (F(4,132) =
6.09, Pperm =0.0005, η2G =0.027), and a significant three-way inter-
action (F(4,132) = 3.15, Pperm=0.0154, η2G =0.013). Only CS+ items
encoded during fear conditioning and CS− items encoded during
postconditioning (i.e., extinction) were, on average, attributed to
their appropriate temporal context. Significance was determined
by testing the mean response proportion against chance (33%) us-
ing a bootstrap resampling procedure (Davison andHinkley 1999).
There was a bias to misattribute CS+ items from each encoding
phase to the fear conditioning context regardless of veracity (all
mean proportions greater than chance; see Supplemental Tables
3 and 6 for full temporal context memory results and recognition
memory by temporal context memory response). This bias was
selective to theCS+ versus CS− for preconditioning (two-sidedWil-
coxon signed-rank test P=7.07×10−4, CLES=0.68), fear condition-
ing (P =1.21×10−4, CLES= 0.80) and postconditioning (P=0.0017,
CLES=0.74).

Association between selective memory enhancements and

source memory bias
For each phase of encoding, there was a bias to recognizemore CS+
than CS− items as well as a bias to report CS+ items as having been
encoded during fear conditioning regardless of when theywere en-
countered. One possibility is that there is an association between
these biases in item and source memory. Specifically, participants
who exhibit a strongmemory selectivity for CS+ items encoded be-

fore, during, and after fear conditioning may also be biased in at-
tributing these items to the fear conditioning temporal context.
To explore this possibility, we examined the correlation between
each participant’s recognition memory bias (i.e., CS+ minus CS−
corrected recognition from each phase) (data shown in Fig. 1)
against the fear conditioning temporal context bias (i.e., the bias
to attribute CS+ minus CS− items to the temporal context of fear
conditioning) (data shown in Fig. 2). We observed a significant ro-
bust Pearson’s correlation for preconditioning (Fig. 3) (rskipped =
0.34, 95% CI= [0.07, 0.59], P=0.0188), fear conditioning (rskipped =
0.36, 95% CI= [0.06, 0.61], P=0.0194), and postconditioning
(rskipped =0.37, 95% CI= [0.03, 0.66], P=0.0304). This suggests that
selective recognition memory for CS+ items at each stage of encod-
ing, including before and after fear conditioning, was related to
the tendency to selectively misattribute CS+ items to the more sa-
lient temporal context.

Item recognition is influenced by temporal context

judgements
To further test our hypothesis that neutral items are remembered
better if they are misattributed to the emotional context, we con-
ducted amultiple logistic regression to predict recognitionmemory
as a function of the item’s source memory judgement (Fig. 4). Each
regression was run as a fixed-effect analysis across all participants,
and a bootstrap resampling procedure was used to test for general-
izability. The significance of the logistic regression coefficients was
determined by testing the obtained bootstrap distribution against
zero. Results showed that for all CS+ andCS− items encodedbefore,
during, and after fear conditioning, attributing items to the fear
conditioning context was positively linked to accurate recognition
memory (all “Conditioning” coefficients >0) (see Supplemental
Table 4 for full results). In contrast, attributing CS+ or CS− items
to the postconditioning (extinction) context was negatively linked
to recognitionmemory, indicating itemsweremore likely to be for-
gotten. This pattern of attributing forgotten items to the extinction
context was observed for items encoded in each phase. These re-
sults show that remembered items were more likely to be judged
as having been encoded during fear conditioning, regardless of
CS type and regardless of when they were encoded.

Emotional learning alters perceived typicality
At the conclusion of the experiment on day 2, participants rated
the typicality of each item encoded the previous day to determine

Figure 2. Emotional bias in source memory attribution. CS+ items from all temporal contexts were endorsed as being from the fear conditioning tem-
poral context more than CS− items, regardless of when the items were actually encoded. Responses are shown as the proportion of total items for each CS
type encoded in each temporal context (1.0 = 24 items). Error bars correspond to the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval. Hatched bars indicate the
correct response on the 3-AFC temporal context memory test. Asterisks over a bar indicate mean responding was greater than chance, bars significantly
lower than chance are not marked here. See Supplemental Table 3 for full results. (*) P<0.05, (**) P<0.01, (***) P<0.001.
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how representative each exemplar was to its category, animal or
tool (Fig. 5A). A CS Type by Temporal Context repeated measures
ANOVA revealed a main effect of CS (F(1,33) = 6.25, P=0.018, η

2
G =

0.043). There was no main effect of Temporal Context, nor was
there a CS by Context interaction (Ps > 0.72). Follow up compari-
son revealed that CS+swere rated asmore typical thanCS−s for pre-
conditioning (two-sided paired t(33) = 2.12, P=0.041, d=0.36), fear
conditioning (t(33) = 2.22, P=0.033, d=0.43), and postcondition-
ing (t(33) = 2.40, P=0.022, d=0.47). These data suggest that fear
conditioning alters the perceived typicality of basic-level category
exemplars to their superordinate category (see Supplemental
Figure 1 for a stimulus-wise comparison of the difference in typical-
ity between CS+ and CS−). The category (animal or tool) that was
used as the CS+ during fear conditioning was counterbalanced
across participants. One possibility is that the typicality effect
was influenced by which category was paired with shock. In order
to rule out an effect of which categorywas used as theCS+, a repeat-
edmeasures ANOVAwas run with CS type as a within-subjects fac-
tor, and shocked category as a between-subjects factor. There was
no significant main effect or interaction of shocked category (Ps >
0.15); thus, the effect of emotional learning on perceived typicality
was not different in animals versus tools. These data provide new

evidence that fear conditioning alters the perceived typicality of
category exemplars associated with an aversive outcome.

Typical is memorable
Given our secondary hypothesis regarding a potential role of typi-
cality on selective episodic memory enhancements, we assessed
whether perceived stimulus typicality was related to item recogni-
tionmemory. For each CS type in each temporal context, a logistic
regression was run using typicality ratings (1–7) to predict high
confidence recognition memory hits (Fig. 5B). Typicality was pre-
dictive of recognitionmemory for both CS+ and CS− in all tempo-
ral contexts (all Ps<0.057) (see Supplemental Table 5 for full
results). Therewas no difference in the strength of this relationship
between CS+ and CS− in any phase (Ps > 0.30). These results indi-
cate that items that were perceived as more typical were also
more likely to be remembered, but this relationship was not affect-
ed by CS type nor encoding temporal context.

Typicality varies with temporal context source judgements
As an exploratory analysis, we investigated whether there were
differences in perceived typicality based on responses during the

Figure 4. Source memory misattribution to salient context predicts recognition memory. For each CS type in each temporal context, source memory
responses were used to predict recognition memory high confidence hits. Violins show the obtained distribution of logistic regression coefficients, and
horizontal white lines correspond to the mean and 95% CI. Each triplet of violins corresponds to a single logistic regression. Significance markers indicate
whether the mean of the distribution is reliably different from zero. Hatched violins are responses that were correct on the 3-AFC temporal context memory
test. (∼) P=0.055, (*) P<0.05, (**) P<0.01, (***) P<0.001.

Figure 3. Temporal context memory bias predicts recognitionmemory enhancement. CS+–CS− difference in fear conditioning source memory respons-
es was correlated with CS+–CS− differences in corrected recognition for each phase. Robust correlation was used, eliminating the effects of outliers. All data
points are shown. Shaded region corresponds to the 95% CI of the skipped Pearson’s correlation. (*) P<0.05.
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temporal context memory test. Since some participants lacked
certain response types, we used a linear mixed effects model,
and focused our analysis on main effects and interactions of

Source Memory Response (see the Materials and Methods for de-
tails). Interestingly, there was a main effect of Source Memory
Response (χ2 = 49.3, P=1.97×10−11). There were no significant in-
teractions of Source Memory Response with CS Type or Temporal
Context (Ps > 0.21). Post-hoc pairwise contrasts revealed a pattern
of decreasing typicality ratings with temporal context source
judgements (Fig. 5C). Specifically, items that were sourced to pre-
conditioning were judged to be more typical than items sourced
to conditioning (typicality difference =0.16, z=2.40, PFDR=
0.017) and postconditioning (typicality difference =0.49, z =
6.80, PFDR=3.09×10

−11). Additionally, items that were sourced
to conditioning were also judged to be more typical than those
sourced to postconditioning (typicality difference =0.33, z=
5.02, PFDR=7.70×10

−7). These results indicate that an item’s per-
ceived source context also influences how typical participants per-
ceive it to be.

Relative contributions of source memory misattributions

and typicality on memory
Our results indicate that fear conditioning enhances recognition
memory for related items (Fig. 1). This emotional learning also re-
sults in an increase in source memory misattribution to the condi-
tioning context for CS+ s (Fig. 2), and an increase in perceived
typicality for CS+ s (Fig. 5A). These sourcememorymisattributions
and typicality ratings are in turn also predictive of recognition
memory (Figs. 4, 5B). At the same time, source memory misattri-
butions to postconditioning predict worse recognition memory
(Fig. 4). We assessed the relative strength of all four factors
(CS type, perceived typicality, conditioning source context misat-
tributions, and postconditioning source context misattributions)
on recognition memory. This is of particular interest for items en-
coded during preconditioning, where these effects emerge retroac-
tively after emotional learning. Multiple logistic regressions were
run for each participant that includedCS type, conditioning source
memory misattributions, and postconditioning source memory
misattributions as binary predictors, and typicality ratings as a con-
tinuous predictor of recognitionmemory for all items encodeddur-
ing preconditioning. Unsurprisingly given our previous results, all
four factors were significantly linked to recognition memory (two-
tailed t-test against 0, CS type: t(33) = 3.28, P=0.002, d=0.56; typi-
cality: t(33) = 2.82, P=0.008, d= 0.48; conditioning source misattri-
butions: t(33) = 4.04, P=0.0003, d=0.69; preconditioning source
misattributions t(33) =−3.78, P=0.0006, d=0.65). Source memory
misattribution to conditioning was a more powerful predictor
of recognition memory than typicality (two-tailed paired t-test:
t(33) = 2.32, P=0.027, d=0.51), but was equally strong as CS type
(t(33) = 1.37, P=0.18, d=0.29). There was no difference between
CS type and typicality (t(33) = 0.95, P=0.35, d=0.23). In contrast,
source memory misattribution to postconditioning was a sig-
nificantly stronger predictor of forgetting (i.e., more negative)
than misattributions to conditioning (t(33) =−5.80, P=2×10−6,
d =1.34), CS type (t(33) =−4.58, P=6.30×10−5, d=1.21), and typi-
cality (t(33) =−5.05, P=1.6 ×10−5, d=1.14). These results indicate
that source memory misattributions to conditioning and postcon-
ditioning, perceived typicality, and the effects of conditioning it-
self (CS type) all have separable contributions to the retroactive
enhancement in recognition memory observed in this study.

Discussion

While emotional events are often prioritized in memory, it is far
less clear how emotional events affect memory for other informa-
tion encoded close in time. Here, we provide support for a behav-
ioral tagging mechanism in human episodic memory, whereby
emotional learning selectively and retroactively enhanced item

A

B

C

Figure 5. (A) Aversive learning increases perceived typicality. CS+ items
from all temporal contexts were rated as more typical than CS− items.
Items were scored from 1 (atypical) to 7 (very typical). CS+ category
(animals or tools) was counterbalanced across participants. The group
mean and 95% CI are displayed next to individual participants data. (B)
Perceived typicality predicts recognition memory. Violins show the ob-
tained distribution of logistic regression coefficients linking typicality
ratings and item recognition. Horizontal white lines correspond to the
mean and 95% CI. Each violin corresponds to a single logistic regression.
Significance markers indicate whether the mean of the distribution is reli-
ably different from zero. (C) Perceived typicality varied by temporal
context source judgements. Items that were sourced to preconditioning
were also judged to be the most typical. The stepwise comparisons were
all significant, such that preconditioning was greater than conditioning,
which was greater than postconditioning. Participant average data (with
95% CI) are shown, but statistics were run on trial-wise data in a mixed
effects model. (∼) P=0.057, (*) P<0.05, (***) P<0.001.
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memory conceptually related to the emotional event, replicating
prior findings (Dunsmoor et al. 2015; Patil et al. 2017). Building
on these prior findings, we found that related information encod-
ed before or after fear conditioning is consistently misattributed to
the more salient fear conditioning temporal context. Put in terms
of a tag-and-capture mechanism (Redondo and Morris 2011):
Memory attribution was biased to the temporal context of the
strong event that provided the source of memory stabilization
for the weak event. We also found new evidence that emotional
learning selectively enhances subjective typicality for related ex-
emplars, and that typical items were better remembered overall.
Collectively, these findings advance knowledge on how emotional
learning affects mnemonic and abstract stimulus representations
for information encoded before and after an emotional
experience.

While effects of emotional arousal on item memory are fairly
consistent (LaBar and Cabeza 2006; Murty et al. 2010; McGaugh
2015), the effect of emotion on memory for contextual details is
less straightforward. Contextual details sometimes receive a boost
in memory (Schmidt et al. 2011; Rimmele et al. 2012), but other
studies find no effect or worse memory for contextual details asso-
ciated with an emotional item (Sharot and Yonelinas 2008; Wang
and Fu 2010; Takashima et al. 2016). The divergent effects of emo-
tion on item and source memory may be related to different tem-
poral dynamics in forgetting between item-emotion binding,
supported by the amygdala, and item-context binding, supported
by the hippocampus (Yonelinas and Ritchey 2015). Specifically,
amygdala-dependent emotional item memory is resistant to for-
getting, whereas hippocampus-dependent item-context memory
decays at a faster rate. Notably, much of the work on the role of
emotional arousal on item versus sourcememory usesmemoranda
that have an intrinsically emotionally arousing feature (e.g., evoc-
ative images with a contextual detail; but see Wang and Fu 2010).
Extending this model to neutral memoranda encoded around the
time of emotional learning has interesting implications for inter-
preting emotional enhancements of episodic memory through
the lens of a putative behavioral tagging mechanism. Specifically,
it suggests that emotional events act predominately on the
amygdala to support retroactive and proactive item memory en-
hancements for related information. An amygdala-based item
memory enhancement would accord with the use of the Pavlovian
conditioning design used here. In this way, amygdala-dependent
fear conditioningmay up-regulate hippocampal processing to sup-
port selective consolidation of otherwise mundane items encoded
close in time. In an emotional-binding framework (Yonelinas
and Ritchey 2015), this retroactive item-emotion memory
benefit would not necessarily be accompanied by a retroactive
hippocampus-dependent item-context memory benefit for those
same weakly encoded items.

One important question is the relative contribution of consol-
idation versus retrieval processes on the bias to misattribute CS+
items to the temporal context of fear conditioning. That is, is
itemmemory enhanced because the item is bound to the emotion-
al context, or is the item attributed to the emotional context
because it is remembered? One possibility is that emotional learn-
ing boosted memory for weakly encoded items by linking these
memories to the temporal context that provided the source of
memory stabilization (Clewett et al. 2020). This explanation is in
keeping with a tag-and-capture model, which is primarily a mech-
anistic account for the consolidation of newly formed memories
(Redondo andMorris 2011). This accountmay afford some explan-
atory power for the strong correlation between selective itemmem-
ory enhancements (CS+>CS−), which our prior work shows is
consolidation dependent (Dunsmoor et al. 2015, 2018; Patil et al.
2017), and the bias tomisattribute CS+ items to the fear condition-
ing context.

Alternatively, source memory errors may be a factor of retriev-
al processes, per se. One possibility is that memory retrieval of a
CS+ exemplar may be accompanied by memory retrieval of the sa-
lient fear conditioning context. As a consequence, participants
may have a bias to attribute more CS+ items to the emotional con-
text because those items are accompanied by a stronger feeling of
remembering (Sharot et al. 2004) induced by reactivation of the
emotional context. This explanation is consistent with the general
properties of sourcemonitoring that involve retrospectively attribut-
ing the origin of a memory to a particular source (Johnson et al.
1993), and with mental context reinstatement models of memory
retrieval (Tulving and Thomson 1973; Smith and Vela 2001;
Howard and Kahana 2002a; Gershman et al. 2013). It is also consis-
tent with a retrieval focused account of emotional memory en-
hancements (Talmi et al. 2019), wherein emotional item
memory is bound to changing representations of mental contexts.
Interestingly, there is evidence that distinct phases of a fear condi-
tioning experiment can be understood as separable mental con-
texts that uniquely organize memory (Dunsmoor et al. 2018;
Hennings et al. 2020) in a manner consistent with how shifts in
mental context segment experience for distinct episodes
(DuBrow et al. 2017; Clewett et al. 2019). That sourcememorymis-
attributions andCS type had a separable contributions to the retro-
active enhancement in itemmemory (Fig. 6) may also support the
importance of a retrieval mechanism. Put together, it is possible
that remembering a CS+ item reactivates the mental context asso-
ciated with the fear conditioning phase, thereby promoting re-
trieval for related items, including those encoded in temporal
proximity before or after the fear conditioning phase.

Interestingly, while attributing items to the conditioning con-
text was associated with better item memory, attributing items to
the extinction context was associated with worse item memory.
This finding is in keeping with the tenuous nature of extinction
as a mnemonic process, such that extinction memories tend to
be weaker and fade over time (Rescorla 2004). We have previously
found that 24-h recognition memory for CSs encoded during ex-
tinction is also relatively weaker than for CSs encoded during
fear conditioning (Dunsmoor et al. 2018). Similar to the

Figure 6. Source context misattributions to conditioning are as predic-
tive of the retroactive recognition memory enhancement as conditioning
itself. All four factors were significantly predictive of recognition memory
(above or below 0). Misattributions to the conditioning context was signif-
icantly greater than typicality. There was no difference between CS type
and typicality. Misattributions to the postconditioning context was signifi-
cantly more negative than all other features. Black points and bars indicate
the group mean and 95% CI.
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enhancement in memory for items attributed to the conditioning
context, this finding could also be interpreted through the lens of
consolidation or retrieval. During consolidation, associating an
itemwith the extinction context (falsely or correctly) following en-
coding could reduce the chance the item will be stored in long-
term memory. Alternatively, subjects could reason that the item
was encoded during extinction because they do not recognize it.
The forced-choice source memory test used here did not include
confidence judgements, which could shed some light on this mat-
ter. That is, these source memory response biases for remembered
and forgotten items could be affected by how confident subjects
are in their judgement. Disentangling a consolidation from retriev-
al based mechanism, and getting closer to a causal explanation of
these effects, motivates further work. We also observed that items
sourced to extinction were judged to be less typical. Although this
analysis was exploratory, an interesting possibility is that these
items are viewed as “exceptions.” Extinction is a secondary inhib-
itory association that provides an exception to the rule established
during conditioning. The decreased perceived typicality of items
sourced to the extinction context could be a result of neural pro-
cesses separating extinction from previous experiences, but again
more work is needed.

We also found that items from the CS+ category were rated as
more typical than CS− items, regardless of when the item was en-
coded. One constraint to this experimental design is the inability
to gather typicality ratings from each participant prior to the en-
coding session, as pre-exposing items prior to encodingwould nec-
essarily interfere with interpretation of the episodic memory
results. Importantly, we showed that there was no inherent differ-
ence in typicality as a function of superordinate category (animal
or tool), suggesting that fear conditioning itself modulated typical-
ity judgements. These results are new evidence that conditioning
can alter an abstract stimulus property like how well an item repre-
sents its category. This enhancement in representativenessmayen-
able CS+ items to be better remembered over time, as we also found
that typical items were more memorable overall. There is surpris-
ingly little research on the link between stimulus typicality and
memorability. However, there is evidence that semantic similarity
promotes free recall (Howard and Kahana 2002b), and abundant
evidence that the hippocampus plays a role in concept representa-
tion and categorization (Quiroga 2012; Davis and Poldrack 2014;
Mack et al. 2016). Thus, one mechanistic possibility is that fear
conditioning augmented semantic organization by raising the
overall typicality of distinct category members from the CS+ cate-
gory, which in turn facilitated memory for related items encoded
close in time. More research is warranted to help elucidate the rela-
tionship between typicality and memorability more broadly.

Recentwork hasmade progress on translating neurobiological
models of long-term memory to explain memory strengthening
for weak memories encoded in temporal proximity to a more sa-
lient event. According to the synaptic tagging hypothesis (Frey
and Morris 1997; Redondo and Morris 2011), and its behavioral
counterpart (Moncada and Viola 2007), weak activation that is
only sufficient to produce a transient short-term memory can be
transformed into a durable long-term memory if accompanied by
a more salient event that relies on the same neural system within
a critical time window. The weak event sets a putative learning
tag that is stabilized by release of plasticity related proteins induced
by the strong event, broadening the window of time by which sa-
lient events canmodulate long-termmemory. However, memories
are multifaceted, and how a putative behavioral tagging mecha-
nism impacts separate mnemonic aspects of the same experience,
or other abstract stimulus properties, is not well understood.
Matching the task demands of episodic memory and Pavlovian
conditioning allowed us to show that an emotional event has
divergent effects on item and sourcememory and enhances subjec-

tive typicality of related events encoded close in time.Mechanisms
that link seemingly inconsequential information to a future or past
emotional event can serve an adaptive function. For instance, we
do not always know the significance of numerous details we en-
counter throughout the day. By integrating memories encoded
close in time to ameaningful event, we can remember information
thatmaybe relevant to seeking out or avoiding similar outcomes in
the future. Enhancing the representativeness of the experience
may serve a similar mnemonic function. However, linking memo-
ries by temporal proximity may come at the cost of misattributing
nonemotional memories to an emotional context and over inter-
preting the representativeness of information related to an emo-
tional event. Such an organization proves maladaptive when
innocuous cues experienced around the time of highly negative
events trigger retrieval of unwanted emotional memories. Thus,
as a consequence of organizingmemories based on temporal prox-
imity to a salient event, a host of potentially irrelevant and innoc-
uous information acquires the capacity to reactivate emotional
memories in the future.

Materials and Methods

Participants
This experiment was approved by the University of Texas at Austin
Institutional Review Board (IRB; 2017-02-0094). A total of 48 adult
volunteers (mean age 24 yr old, SD 4.5 yr; 32 female) were recruited
and completed a 2-d functional MRI investigation. An additional
three participants were recruited but did not complete the study.
A primary aim of the neuroimaging component of the investiga-
tion was to examine the neural correlates of fear extinctionmemo-
ry encoding and retrieval. As such, fMRI and behavioral data
pertaining to fear conditioning and extinction are reported inHen-
nings et al. (2020). We recruited participants who were psycholog-
ically healthy (N=24) as well as participants who reported PTSD
symptoms (N=24). For the purposes of the memory analyses, and
given no a priori hypotheses regarding episodicmemory results be-
tween these groups, we combined participants for this report. We
confirmed highly similar results in both groups; specifically, in
the analysis of 24-h recognition memory (Fig. 1) a mixed ANOVA
revealed no main effect or interaction with Group (Healthy vs.
PTSD symptoms) (see the SupplementalMaterial). Three additional
participants were removed from analysis due to extremely poor
memory performance that was near chance (N=1), or a failure to
make a response during the recognition memory test on >10% of
trials (N=2). Finally, 11 participants were unable to complete the
source memory test due to time constraints at the MRI facility,
and hence data from these participants were not included in the
temporal context memory and typicality results. After exclusions,
our sample was thusN=45 participants for the analysis of recogni-
tion memory (23 PTSS), and N=34 participants for the analyses of
temporal context memory and typicality (17 PTSS).

Conditioned and unconditioned stimulus
Memoranda (i.e., CSs) included color photographs of animals and
tools presented on awhite background, obtained fromhttp://www
.lifeonwhite.com or publicly available resources on the internet.
Each CS was a distinct basic-level exemplar with a unique name;
in other words, there were not two different pictures of a bear
throughout the entire experiment. The order of stimuli was coun-
terbalanced and pseudorandomized such that no more than three
pictures from the same category occurred in a row. Stimulus pre-
sentation was controlled using E-Prime 3 (https://pstnet.com/
products/e-prime). The USwas a 50-msec electrical shock delivered
to the index and middle fingers of the left hand. The US was cali-
brated prior to the start of the experiment to reach a level deemed
“highly annoying but not painful.” The shock was controlled us-
ing the STMEPM-MRI stimulation system from BIOPAC Systems.
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Psychophysiology

Task design

The paradigm was based in large part on Dunsmoor et al. (2015).
Day 1 included preconditioning, fear conditioning, and postcondi-
tioning (i.e., extinction). Each phase included 24 CS+ and 24 CS−
trials, for a total of 144 trials on day 1. A short (<5-min) break was
interspersed between each encoding phase. During precondition-
ing, participants viewed pictures of animals and tools and made
a 2-AFC category judgement (animal, tool) using a button box in
their right hand. During fear conditioning, 50% of the images
from one category (CS+) trials coterminated with the US, and
participants rated shock expectancy (yes/no). CS+ category was
counterbalanced across participants. During postconditioning,
participants continued to rate shock expectancy but no shocks
were delivered (i.e., extinction). CS duration in all phases on day
1 was 4.5 sec ± 0.5 sec (jittered) followed by an intertrial interval
of 6 sec ± 1 sec. During preconditioning and fear conditioning,
the intertrial interval was a blank backgroundwith a fixation cross.
For reasons detailed in Hennings et al. (2020), postconditioning
(i.e., extinction) included a rapidly presented series of scene pic-
tures (five, six, or seven pictures presented for 1 sec each) during
the intertrial interval. The rationale for presenting scene pictures
during the ITI was for multivariate pattern analysis of the extinc-
tion context, but is not related to the purposes of the episodic
memory data reported here. The same collection of pictures were
used for each subject during encoding, but the trial orderwas coun-
terbalanced between subjects. Participants returned ∼24 h later
and underwent a test of fear renewal (data reported in Hennings
et al. 2020), and a surprise recognitionmemory test inside the scan-
ner. The recognition memory test included 144 old pictures from
the previous day and 96 new pictures of animals and tools.
Participants had 3 sec to rate each item as old or new and their level
of confidence (definitely old, maybe old, maybe new, and definite-
ly new). Trial order was pseudorandomized to ensure a balance of
old and new stimuli from each category from each encoding phase.

Finally, participants completed the source memory test out-
side the scanner in a different room. The source memory test in-
cluded only old images from day 1, and participants were
informed that each item they saw had been seen the previous
day. Participants were reminded that the experiment had been di-
vided into three different phases (labeled phases 1, 2, and 3), and
were given a brief reminder of each phase (i.e., “phase 1 was at
the beginning when you were classifying each image as an animal
or a tool”). Participants were instructed to respond to their best of
the ability when they had seen each picture.

After the source memory instructions, participants were in-
structed on how to rate the typicality of each image on a seven-
point scale (1 =Not at all typical; 7 =Very typical). An example of
typicality was given using an unrelated category: “For example,
an apple is a typical fruit, it is representative of the entire fruit cat-
egory. On the other hand a dragonfruit is not a typical fruit, at least
in American grocery stores.” The task was self-paced, with a brief
500-msec or 800-msec, randomly chosen, ITI after participants
had answered both questions for each picture.

Statistical analyses
Behavioral data was analyzed using a combination of Python and
R. Corrected recognition and temporal context memory were de-
termined to be nonnormally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test Ps <
0.05), and thus were analyzed with nonparametric statistics
(Shapiro andWilk 1965).Whenmentioned, the number of permu-
tations or bootstrap iterations was set to 10,000, which allows for a
minimumempirical P-value of 0.0001. All datawere first submitted
to an ANOVA using the R package ez (http://github.com/
mike-lawrence/ez), and the package permuco was used to permute
ANOVAs for nonnormal data (https://github.com/cran/permuco).
ANOVA effect sizes are reported as generalized η2 (Bakeman 2005),
the parametric effect size is reported for nonnormal data for clarity.
Student’s t-tests orWilcoxon sign-ranked tests were used for follow
up comparisons using the Python package pingouin (Vallat 2018).
Effect size for t-test is reported as Cohen’s d, and the effect size for

Wilcoxon sign-ranked tests is the common language effect size
(CLES) (Vargha and Delaney 2000).

For the analysis correlating the emotional bias in temporal
context memory to the emotional bias in recognition memory, a
robust skipped-Pearson’s correlation was used for nonnormal
data (Pernet et al. 2013). After the removal of any outliers, the
data were resampled with replacement and significance was deter-
mined by testing the obtained distribution of Pearson’s r values
against 0. Logistic regressions analyses were performed using the
Python package scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2012) with the lbfgs
solver and L2 regularization. For the regression using source mem-
ory to predict recognition memory hits, 3-AFC temporal context
memory responses for each CS type in each temporal context
were transformed into a one-hot encoding scheme (binary coding
across three columns, one for each possible 3-AFC response) and
used to predict high-confidence recognitionmemory hits. In order
to overcome a limited number of certain trial types in some partic-
ipants (e.g., a participant with few or no preconditioning CS+
items accompanied by a source memory attribution to the “post-
conditioning” phase), each logistic regression was run as a
fixed-effect analysis across all participants. To test for generalizabil-
ity, we implemented a bootstrapping procedure in which whole
participants were sampled with replacement on each iteration.
Significance of regression coefficients was determined by testing
the obtained distribution against 0. The samefixed-effect bootstrap
procedure was used in the regression using typicality to predict rec-
ognition memory. Several experimental design features, such as
counterbalancing CS category and encoding context, serve to nor-
malize observations across trials and participants for these
fixed-effects analyses. We also note that the same underlying as-
sumptionmade in traditional hypothesis testing (i.e., that the sam-
ple is a good representation of the population) ismade here as well.

For the analysis of typicality by temporal context memory re-
sponses, a linear mixed effects model was implemented using the
afex package in R (http://cran.r-project.org/package=afex).
Experimental variables were entered as fixed effects, and a random
intercept of participant was included. The full model specification
was as follows: Typicality∼CS Type * Temporal Context * Source
Memory Response+ (1|subject). Note thatmain effects and interac-
tions are implicitly coded in the model. The significance of main
effects and interactions was evaluated using χ2 tests, comparing
the log likelihood of models with and without the term of interest.
Post-hoc tests of the marginal means in the model were completed
using the emmeans package in R (https://cran.r-project.org/
package=emmeans). Asymptotic degrees of freedom were used as
the number of total observations in the model was quite large
(4896 total trials), and false discovery rate (FDR) correction was ap-
plied to the P-values.

Data Deposition
All deidentified behavioral data are available in an Open Science
Framework repository (doi: 10.17605/OSF.IO/QEG83).
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